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Abstract: Botnets, groups of malware-infected hosts controlled by malicious actors, have gained
prominence in an era of pervasive computing and the Internet of Things. Botnets have shown a
capacity to perform substantial damage through distributed denial-of-service attacks, information
theft, spam and malware propagation. In this paper, a systematic literature review on botnets is
presented to the reader in order to obtain an understanding of the incentives, evolution, detection,
mitigation and current trends within the field of botnet research in pervasive computing. The
literature review focuses particularly on the topic of botnet detection and the proposed solutions to
mitigate the threat of botnets in system security. Botnet detection and mitigation mechanisms are
categorised and briefly described to allow for an easy overview of the many proposed solutions. The
paper also summarises the findings to identify current challenges and trends within research to help
identify improvements for further botnet mitigation research.
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Botnets are one of the most prominent threats to system and IoT security in the recent
age of cloud-enabled pervasive computing. New pervasive computing architectures, such
as always-on mobile devices and Internet-of-Things, provide additional infection vectors
for botnet attacks. Due to the large increase in interconnected devices and system platforms,
the types and attack patterns of botnets are constantly changing [1–3]. As an example, the
IoT botnet Mirai has seen growth from approx. 143,000 occurrences to 225,000 occurrences
from 2018 to 2019 alone [4]. For these reasons, it is important to first get an understanding
of the anatomy of botnets, their evolution up until now and what mitigation mechanisms
and tools are available to combat botnet-based attacks.
A botnet is a network of malware-infected hosts, which are typically controlled by a
Command and Control (C&C) server. The C&C server architecture allows for distributed
malicious attacks on either the infected hosts or other interconnected hosts over LAN or
the internet [5,6]. C&C servers are commonly known as the botmasters, while infected hosts
are simply referred to as bots [1].
Botnets are commonly divided into two general architectural structures, centralised
and Peer-to-Peer (P2P). These structures are defined by how commands are transmitted
throughout the C&C channel. In centralised botnets, as seen in Figure 1, a central C&C
server is responsible for sending commands to bots. Meanwhile, in a P2P network, the
botnet commands are propagated throughout the P2P overlay network, as seen in Figure 2.
Centralised botnets are usually more efficient but are less resilient to countermeasures,
as the centralised C&C server acts as a single point of failure for the entire botnet [6,7].
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Figure 1. Example of a centralised C&C botnet structure.

Figure 2. Example of a decentralised (P2P) C&C botnet structure.

Botnets can be used for numerous kinds of distributed attacks such as Distributed
Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks, malicious software distribution, piracy, extortion and
many others. Initially, botnets spread by the use of Internet Relay Chat (IRC), but presently,
the attack vectors of botnets are much more varied. These attack vectors include file-sharing
networks, infected email attachments, infected websites and vulnerability attacks [1,8]. The
rise of internet-connected pervasive devices provides botnets with a larger attack surface
and more vulnerable hosts to infect. Prominent botnet attacks such as Mirai and Zeus show
how the pervasive era of computing and the interconnected internet has caused the rise
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and evolution of increasingly complex botnets, making continued research within the field
pertinent [2,9,10].
1.1. Contribution and Research Questions
This systematic literature review presents a survey on the incentives and evolution of
botnets as well as detection and mitigation mechanisms developed to combat botnets. The
main contribution of this paper is a diverse overview of these topics according to mostly
peer-reviewed literature during the period 2005–2021, with a particular focus on botnet
detection and mitigation. The second contribution is an analysis of the evolution of botnets
and mitigation strategies in order to develop an idea of the current trends and challenges
within the field of botnets.
The specific research questions asked by this paper are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What incentives are behind the development of botnet attacks?
How have botnet attacks evolved over time?
What has the research industry proposed to mitigate the threat of botnets?
What current trends and challenges related to botnets have been identified by contemporary research?

1.2. Outline
The paper is laid out as a systematic literature review with particular focus on botnet
detection and corresponding mitigation mechanisms to identify current trends in botnet
attacks. Section 1 gives a general introduction to botnets, as well as the research questions
of this paper. Section 2 describes the previous surveys and literature reviews made by
other researchers to describe the potential contribution of this paper. Section 3 describes
the methodology used for the paper. Sections 4 and 5 cover the incentives and evolution of
botnet attacks respectively, giving an overview of the development and reasoning behind
this kind of attack (research questions 1 and 2). Section 6 details the different mitigation
and detection mechanisms proposed in research to combat botnets (research question 3).
Section 7 provides an analysis on the development and trends in botnets and how to
potentially mitigate current attacks (research question 4). Lastly, Section 8 concludes
the paper.
2. Related Work
Many surveys and systematic literature reviews on botnets can be found in the literature, although their scope and focus vary significantly. Table 1 gives an overview of
such related works, with emphasis on their main contribution and on how this paper can
enhance the state of the art on botnets research.
Table 1. Novelty of this paper with respect to related surveys. Number of references within each research question and year
range is compared with the contribution of this paper to quantitatively show the novelty of this paper (years: 2006–2021,
incentives: 13 references, evolution: 33, detection/mitigation: 134, trends/challenges: 41). For rows with multiple references,
a shorthand format (ref—numOfPapers, yearSpanOfReferences) is used.
Paper

Main Contribution and Reference Metrics

This Paper

[11]

Offers only generalised information about botnets and
botnet detection/mitigation strategies. Thirty-nine
references from 2007 to 2012.

Describes specific botnet detection mechanisms,
advantages, disadvantages, for instance, the Shieldnet
framework to detect botnets in vehicular
networks [12].

[13,14]

Focuses on describing different kinds of botnet attacks
([13]) and on the threats represented by botnets ([14]),
without going into specific mitigation strategies. ([13]—27
references from 2006 to 2016) ([14]—60 references from
2003 to 2018)

Describes both botnet evolution and threats, and offers
insight into different detection and mitigation
mechanisms.
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Table 1. Cont.
Paper

Main Contribution and Reference Metrics

This Paper

[1,15–17]

Offer great insight on botnet research, types of botnets as
well as detection and mitigation mechanisms. However,
both papers do not include more recent studies and
publications (all are pre-2014). ([1]—205 references),
([7]—36), ([15]—49), ([16]—217), ([17]—28).

Covers the same points as aforementioned papers, but
also includes more recent research from 2014–2021
such as [18,19] and more.

[20]

Presents potential challenges of mobile botnets, but does
not include any more recent research (paper from 2012).
40 references from 2002–2012.

Presents more recent papers on mobile botnets such
as [18,19] and more.

[7,21].

Covers only generalised botnet types and few specific
recent types, such as cloud botnets and social botnets ([7])
or covers P2P botnets only ([21]). ([7]—25 references from
2015–2015) ([7]—36, 2005–2013)

Covers more kinds of botnet types such as IoT botnets,
mobile botnets, VANET-based botnets and their
related challenges and trends.

[10]

[22–27]

Describes botnet evolution, attack threats and actors, but
not go into detection and mitigation techniques against
botnets. Thirty-one references from 1998–2009.
Limited scope of botnet detection techniques ([22]—34
detection/mitigation references from 1997–2008),
([23]—38, 2004–2011), ([24]—9, 2008–2019), ([25]—7,
2019–2017), ([26]—11, 2008–2015), ([27]—20, 2004–2013).

Covers the same points and also describes different
detection categories and specific mitigation
mechanisms.
Includes a larger breadth of more recent detection
papers, such as [28,29] and more than 100 more papers
compared to [22].

[30]

Focuses specifically on DDoS botnet attacks without
covering detection strategies. 145 references from
1993–2015.

Describes potential attack threats of botnets while also
covering detection mechanisms.

[31,32]

Mentions only IoT-based botnets. ([31]—36 references
from 2010 to 2019), ([32]—122, 2004–2021).

Covers IoT-based botnets and also includes other
types of botnets, such as mobile botnets, social botnets
and VANET-based botnets.

[33,34]

Discusses various botnet detection categories in general,
but does not highlight the specifics of each technique.
([33]—34 references from 2005 to 2010).

Highlights and describes each detection technique
individually including the strengths and novelty of
each botnet detection approach.

[35,36]

Only compares machine-learning based botnet detection
techniques. ([35]—38 references from 1995–2020),
([36]—25, 2001–2017)

Compares machine-learning based detection
techniques as well as many more types (IoT, social
botnets and more).

Reference [11] from 2012 gives a short overview of botnets characteristics, their activities, detection mechanisms and challenges. The survey is, with 39 references, quite limited
in scope. Likewise, papers such as [13,14] provide pertinent introductions to the topics
covered by the research questions of this paper. Like [11], however, the papers do not quite
cover the breadth and depth of available botnet research however.
Reference [1] is an excellent literature review on botnets and goes into more depth on
the general topic of botnets with a detailed timeline of botnets from 1993 and beyond. The
literature review also goes into defence mechanisms, the then-current scope of detection
techniques and future challenges. The paper is a bit older (2013) and therefore lacks some
of the newer developments in botnet detection and mitigation. Likewise, Reference [16]
also touches upon the topics of detection, mitigation, future challenges and evolution, but
is also a bit on the older side (2014). Reference [7] also discusses the current challenges,
defence mechanisms and suggested mitigation techniques. The paper, however, limits the
scope of these discussions to purely P2P-based botnets. Reference [20] investigates botnets
on mobile devices and their potential damage, but is limited by its age and the relative
newness of smartphone technology at the time (2012).
Other surveys and detection comparisons, such as [17,21,24–27,33–36], also focus
on detection and mitigation mechanisms. Common among them is that they primarily
focus on detection techniques and comparing the effectiveness of the techniques in limited
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scenarios. This is a factor which this paper attempts to remedy, by also including mitigation
mechanisms as well as adding a more broad perspective on botnets in general.
Some earlier papers such as [10] discuss the threats botnets pose to the general information security landscape. The paper looks into how law enforcement can act upon the
criminals behind botnets and focuses mostly on botnets from the perspective of information security. Reference [10] does not, however, go into specific detection or mitigitation
mechanisms. Reference [22] touches upon and analyses the use of honeynets, honeypots,
signature-based detection with IDS, anomaly-based detection with network analysers such
as Botsniffer, mining-based detection and DNS-based detection. Furthermore, the survey
explores the use of abnormally recurring NXDOMAIN reply rates as a method of detection.
The survey is quite limited in scope; for instance, the paper only presents 13 different papers within botnet detection approaches while this paper has more than 100. Reference [23]
proposes detection, prevention, investigation and mitigation techniques by classifying the
evolved strategies into five categories: anomaly, signature, DNS, data mining and hybrid
technique. Again, the paper is limited in scope with only 39 different detection papers
mentioned. Reference [25] addresses four different major botnet detection approaches:
signature-based, anomaly-based, DNS-based and mining based detection but does so with
four pages and only seen papers mentioned. Reference [30] focuses primarily on botnets
used in DDoS attacks. The paper goes into depth about the life cycle, communication
mechanisms and attack types within DDoS-enabled botnets. The paper does not discuss
any mitigation mechanisms, however. Reference [31] is another survey with a specific
focus, namely IoT botnets, which gives a very good introduction to the specific topic of IoT
botnets, but otherwise does not cover any other kinds of botnets. Reference [24] endorses
convolutional neural network (CNN) as being one of the best-performing techniques for
detecting botnets in IoT devices. While a newer systematic review [32] answers the questions of how IoT botnets are formed, what kind of communication and scenarios involve
IoT botnets, and which methods currently exist to detect IoT botnets.
A detailed survey [15] touches on problems with other botnet detection papers such
as the lack of public dataset, lack of comparison with other papers, very few botnets in
datasets, inaccurate outcomes of experiments and more. According to [15], the general best
practice of botnet detection is using the most general behavioural features to generate a
hybrid detection method where multiple detection algorithms work together as botnets
evolve faster than ever. Furthermore, the paper appeals for dataset improvements and
studies to compare methods used in detection. Like [1], the paper is a bit on the older
side (2013).
While many surveys have gone into great depth on specific areas of botnets, such as
detection, it is the opinion of the authors of this paper that a comprehensive systematic
literature review with updated literature is needed. Like [1,15], the paper should focus
on the current state of botnet evolution, detection, mitigation and current trends and
challenges, as well as provide new insights and ideas through more recent (2013+) research.
This will allow the research community a more holistic source of reference for the current
state of botnets in 2021.
3. Methodology
This section describes the search and paper selection methodology used to select
literature for this paper. The methodology contains elements from both [37,38], which
provide guidelines on how to write a systematic literature review and how to use snowball
sampling for paper inclusion respectively. An overview of each step of the paper selection
process can be found in Figure 3, with more detailed description of each step being
described later.
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Figure 3. Methodology steps for paper selection and how many papers were left at each exclusion/inclusion step.

3.1. Search Strategy
The PICO (Population, Intervention, Comparison and Outcomes) criteria to identify
relevant search queries from the paper’s research questions [39]. The criteria for this specific
paper are defined as follows:
•

•
•

•

Population: The paper is interested in all research focused on botnet incentives, evolution, detection and mitigation, including other surveys. Malware in general is
considered too broad, and only papers focused specifically on botnets are included.
Intervention: Does not apply as all papers within the research space of botnets are
interesting for the purpose of the survey.
Comparison: Different approaches to the detection of botnets in particular are compared
to identify advantages/disadvantages. The frequency distribution of detection and
mitigation mechanisms described in papers are also compared.
Outcomes: Expected results are an overview of botnet progression and mitigation
mechanisms as well as an identification of current trends based on the aforementioned overview.

Two important keywords were identified from these criteria, Botnet and Security. As
the main goal of the paper is to provide a mitigation-oriented analysis of botnet papers and
current trends in botnet security, these two keywords were deemed as the most important.
Initially, five sources—Google Scholar, DTU FindIt, ACM Digital Library, Scopus and
IEEE Explore—were used for database query of botnet papers. The first query of ‘Botnet’
in title produced more than 18,200 papers, too much to realistically process. Additionally,
IEEE Explore, DTU FindIt, ACM Digital Library and Scopus found 1455, 5912, 1379 and
3411 papers respectively. Instead, a second query: ‘botnet’ in the title and ‘security’ in
abstract was used to both exclude some potentially unrelated papers and to include both
the identified keywords.
For the second query, Google Scholar was removed as it did not provide the option
of searching within abstracts. In total, 306, 224, 85 and 399 papers were found on DTU
FindIt, IEEE Explore, ACM Digital Library and Scopus, respectively, with the new query.
This query did find multiple duplicates between the sources that were removed in the
first exclusion step. In total, some ~630 papers in total (unique, not including duplicates)
were found.
3.2. Exclusion/Inclusion Process
Several exclusion steps and one inclusion step were executed to identify which papers
to include in this paper.
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3.2.1. Initial Exclusion
The initial exclusion step excluded papers based on the following exclusion criteria,
any papers not meeting the all criteria were excluded
•
•
•
•
•
•

Papers from 2005 or newer
English language papers only
Botnet-related papers only
Open Access or free for DTU students to read through DTU FindIt
Has a Digital Object Identifier (DOI) [40]
Peer Reviewed.

Excluding papers older than 2005 might mean some of the initial papers on botnets
might be missed. However, because backwards snowball sampling of references is used
later, those papers should be included during that step. Only two papers were excluded
because they were not available through DTU FindIt due to a paywall. The remaining
number of papers was 462 at this phase. Some non-peer-reviewed internet sources were
included in the paper for definitions or additional perspectives.
3.2.2. Title and Abstract Review
After the initial exclusion each paper was assigned to one reviewer for a quick title
and abstract review. The purpose of this exclusion step was twofold: first to exclude any
irrelevant papers and second to identify which research questions could be answered by
the paper (e.g., other survey, detection paper, mitigation). If the abstract of a paper did not
give any indication of being useful for the research questions, the paper was excluded. A
total of 304 papers were included in the next step.
3.2.3. Introduction/Conclusions Review
The penultimate exclusion step involved a review of title, abstract, introduction and
conclusion of each paper, with two reviewers being assigned to each paper. Reviewers
were assigned to papers that they did not review in the previous exclusion step, allowing
for a total of three different reviewer opinions on all papers. Each paper was excluded if
one reviewer found the paper either lacking or otherwise irrelevant for this paper. This step
was also used to classify the contents of each paper in subcategories, e.g., detection papers
focusing on machine learning approaches or detection papers focusing on API call logs.
The writing of each paper was also considered. A paper was excluded if both reviewers
had issues understanding the main purpose of the paper. A total of 221 papers were left
after this review.
3.2.4. Full Text Review
A final full text review was performed for the remaining papers. Reviewers were
reassigned the papers they reviewed for the previous step to exclude any redundant papers.
A short summary for each included paper was written in order to allow all reviewers to
understand the contribution of each paper, without reading it themselves. At this point
204 papers remained with a certain guarantee of being useful for the purpose of this
literature review.
3.2.5. Backwards Snowball Sampling
Finally, a backwards snowball sampling method was used to include any papers that
were missed during the initial query. The process involved going through the references
of each included paper and see if any reference might be relevant for the purpose of this
paper. After snowballing, the final number of peer-reviewed references included in this
paper was 224.
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4. Incentives
For the purpose of clarification, Table 2 below details a number of papers discussed in
this section.
As to the purpose and incentive of botnets, a great many differing desires may be
present. This is in no small part due to the multitude of different targets and aspirations for
the various botnets. To further complicate matters, not all botnets are necessarily entirely
malicious. There exist both malevolent and benevolent botnets, seeking out potential
targets to further their respective inherent agendas. The latter of these will be touched on
in Section 4.2. For now, the malevolent type of botnets will be the focus of attention.
Table 2. Table of motivations behind botnet-based attacks. The columns describe the motivation, type of attack, known
affected targets, attack vector(s) and the case study/paper describing the attack.
Motivation

Type of Attack

Target

Vector of Attack

Papers

Disruption
Denial of service.

DDoS.

Hosting Service
Provider.

IoT devices.

[41]

Political affiliation
Censorship.

DDoS.

Military complex
computers.

C&C-based botnet.

[42]

Disruption and
Destabilisation of national
power grids.

DDoS.

Metering
infrastructure.

Internet-connected
computers and IoT devices.

[43]

Sensitive data
Password cracking.

Cracking/Brute-forcing.

Common people.

Various.

[44–46]

Cyber espionage.

(Spear-)phishing and
malware

Multiple victims listed.

Various.

[31,47]

Security patching
Vulnerability scanning
(benevolent).

Security patching

Unsecure IoT devices.

Other IoT devices.

[48]

Botnet spoofing (fighting
other botnets).

Mitigation.

Malicious botnets.

Existing botnets.

[49]

Miscellaneous pieces of work
detailing motivations.

Various types discussed.

Various targets
discussed.

Multiple types discussed.

[10,50]

4.1. Malevolent Botnets
In the world of malevolent botnets, there exist two main types of incentives for the
development of a botnet. These two incentives are:
•
•

A desire to harm a designated target or group of targets.
A desire to better one’s (often the C&C master) monetary situation.

Concerning the first driving force, harming a designated target, a great many tools
can be utilised to cause harm. One such method, as described in Kolias et al.’s paper [41],
is through a Distributed Denial of Service attack (DDoS). This is showcased in the Mirai
botnet back in 2016. Mirai, Japanese for “uture”, was not the first botnet to emerge. As
touched on in Osagie et al.’s paper [50], several botnets had already emerged, dating all
the way from the late 1980s and early 1990s. It was, however, capable of performing an
excessively powerful attack against the French webservice provider, OVH, with a peak
throughput of 1.1 Tbps [51]. The reasoning for this attack, as it turned out, was based on
the fact that OVH hosted a popular tool for Minecraft Server hosts [52]. Ironically, this tool
helps to mitigate DDoS attacks against servers.
References [44–46] present some of the possibilities within the scope of monetary gain
from botnets, either via actively cracking user credentials through various means or by
cracking entire pieces of encrypted data. Another example would be barring the user from
accessing a service or device they own or rely on, as documented by [53].
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4.1.1. Designated Targets
To understand the incentives behind the development of botnets, one must first
understand the ubiquitous nature of botnets as a whole. Botnets may target a great many
different objectives, sectors or groups in modern society, a natural conclusion given botnets’
capacity to mobilise great numbers. The following unordered list of targets are but a
handful of the potential victims and sought out results of botnets:
•
•

•
•
•

Groups of political disparity or political critics, as discussed in Nazario’s paper [42];
National power grids and critical service providers, necessary infrastructure of modern day’s increasingly technologically dependent societies, as described by Dabrowski
et al. [54] and Sgouras et al. [43];
Civilian peoples’ information and passwords [44,45];
Espionage and intelligence gathering of foreign nations [47];
Cracking encrypted or hashed data [46].

The difference in targets of botnets is a great incentive in the development of botnets.
They can target a broad range of victims, allowing the botnet master to either target whole
groups of victims, or a single institute or individual. The versatile nature of botnets caters
to a extensive list of use cases, leading to an ever growing demand for powerful, subtle
and specialised breed of malware for botnet-based attacks.
4.1.2. Reasons for Attack
As touched on briefly in the prior sections, botnets are developed and utilised for a
number of use cases. Having gone over how diverse the targets of botnets may be, it is
evident that the reasons must be just as diverse [10]. The same range of importance of
targets is seen in the reasons for botnets, varying from the single user credentials for petty
thieving to nation-spanning acts of terrorism.
Another major reason for the usage of IoT devices as the specific source of infection
and attack of botnets is found in the very foundation of modern-day state of IoT. The
devices are often mass produced using cheap, potentially outdated, components. While
the capabilities of the devices are limited, they all have the ability to connect to the internet
and perform some level of basic processing [31].
4.2. Benevolent Botnets
While exceedingly rare, not all botnets are malicious. A scant few, such as the Hajime
botnet, is an example of a neutral if not beneficial botnet [48]. Built on a similar method of
infection as Mirai, Hajime distinguishes itself from its cousin in a number of ways, such as:
•
•
•

A decentralised P2P distributed hash table, rather than Mirai’s C&C approach.
A far greater number of ways to infect new hosts.
The usage of a custom made protocol for disseminating files.

Another interesting differene, is that is has never been used in a documented hostile
attack on a service or platform. The only instances of potentially questionable actions
performed by Hajime have been acts of broadening its sphere of influence to new IoT
devices. In a remarkable act of selflessness, the botnet actively patches discovered security
holes on infected devices, rendering many attack vectors used by other botnets mute. Other
botnets are created by researchers to intentionally overtake and disable malicious botnets,
propagating the harmless version instead [49].
5. Evolution of Botnets
For the purpose of clarification, Table 3 below details a number of papers discussed in
this section.
Botnets, as a defined type of software, first saw the light of day in the late 1980s, with
botnet toolkits going back to December 1993, with the release of the IRC-based Eggdrop [50].
Its original intention was for the C-based Eggdrop to be able to share data in between
instances and act in a coordinated manner. While the original botnet was benevolent and
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served a honourable purpose, the derivatives have since been used for mostly malicious
purposes, however. This section will go over papers and sources detailing the various
differences and iterations a number of different botnets have gone through.
Table 3. Evolution of botnets and their associated papers. The first column describes the novelty and executive summary
of the botnet evolution in question. The second and third columns explain the botnet attack vectors and the year of
first mention. Lastly, the table lists the associated papers. Note: The papers listed is ordered by the year of the earliest
documented occurrence of the described topic related to botnets.
Associated Area of Interest

Vector of Attack

Year

Papers

First recorded appearance.

IRC forums.

Late 1980s

[50]

Honeypots is an often employed tool to detect botnets. New
botnets have shown a capacity to identify and avoid detection
from such measure.

N/A.

2004

[55,56]

An analysis and discussion of botnets based off of the
Darknet.

Darknet.

2006

[57]

ZeuS botnet and its role as one of the most influential botnets
in the world.

Various systems.

2007

[9]

Botnets have begun showcasing active methods and tools to
circumvent detection.

Various means discussed.

2007

[7,58–60]

HTTP-based botnets are explored and discussed along with a
multitude of different other botnets.

Browsers and extensions.

2007

[61]

Description of various botnet characteristics, the latest
research and insight into botnets.

N/A.

2009

[62,63]

New type of botnet capable of impersonating human reaction
patterns, a factor otherwise used to identify botnets typically.

Various systems.

2009

[64]

Smartphones have grown powerful enough to be a potential
vector of attack, for a botnet. This is explored in detail.

Smartphones.

2010

[65–70]

Botnets as a service is a newly founded concept, and is
explored in details.

Typical SaaS centers.

2011

[71]

New type of botnet structure, based around a P2P-oriented
basis is investigated, discussed and analysed for potential
vectors of attack.

None formally disclosed,
architecture discussed instead.

2011

[72–77]

Other botnets use obfuscation tactics to hide the true
identity/position of the C&C’s location, showcasing a trend
of botnets growing more versatile and elusive to researchers.

N/A.

2013

[78]

More kinds of botnet susceptible hosts become more common,
leading to new potential vectors of attack.

Browsers, extensions,
smartphones and online
clipboards.

2013

[79,80]

Vehicles can also be a potential vector for botnets, such as
GHOST. GHOST seeks out VANETs in cars to utilise the
VANET control channel for communication.

Automobiles and other
vehicles.

2016

[81]

IoT devices have become equipped with enough processing
power to pose a sizeable threat. The generally poor safety
implementations and the scale of IoT networks, makes them a
good candidate for attack vectors.

IoT devices.

2016

[82–84]

Proposals for self-evolving botnets.

Unknown vulnerabilities in
hosts.

2016

[85]

Cryptocurrencies have lead to explorations into new areas of
potential botnets. Discussion and debate on the architecture.

Blockchain structures.

2019

[86]
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Botnets spanning hundreds of thousands of individual systems was a common sight
in the early 2000’s, with a few outliers in the millions of devices. The typical infection
vector of insecure networking or lack of security updates have long passed, for new, more
modern, more intricate and more obfuscated angles of attack [62].
In order to get a solid foundation on the state of modern day botnets and the threats
they pose, Ogu et al.’s paper [63] from 2019 showcases some of the latest research and
insight into the world of botnets. This consolidation of information is a great starting
point for researchers looking into furthering their research on botnets and the issues the
world faces in that regard. An interesting case of a recent wide spanning botnet is the ZeuS
botnet. Etaher el al’s paper [9] on ZeuS offers up an important explanation on one of the
most influential botnets of today, with victims’ losses in the region of hundreds of millions
of dollars. ZeuS is an example of a botnet, which, with a staggering 3.6 million infected
devices, proved extremely damaging to the American banking sector. As botnets become
more commonplace, the availability of botnet-based attacks also increases for non-malicious
actors. Botnets-as-a-service is a phenomenon that has also become common, allowing
individuals to perform attacks such as DDoS without first developing and propagating
their own botnet [71].
Finally, Sood et al. presents a recount of HTTP-based botnets in their paper [61], going
over various botnets from ZeuS, SpyEye, ICE 1X, Citadel, Carberp, etc. The paper looks
into the design and operation of these, summarising their findings in a list of various
mitigation strategies.
5.1. Disguises and Subterfuge
In the early days, botnets would often attempt to avoid attention from authorities and
government(s) by purposely avoiding targeting or utilising their systems. However, botnets
have grown more and more clever and even capable of detecting a variety of detection
mechanisms. Honeypots, devices purposely designed to be easy targets of botnets, can
now be identified and avoided to help prevent detection [55,56].
Honeypot avoidance is not the only measure to avoid detection. Obfuscation of the
C&C’s location, as described by Wang et al.’s paper [78], highlights just one method of
evasive action botnets may utilise. Botnets may also use dynamic IP ranges to quickly and
easily circumvent IP blockages [58], or even fortify and defend its C&C center against Sybil
and other routing table pollution attacks [7,59,60].
5.2. P2P-Based Botnets and Their Intricacies
As briefly mentioned previously in Section 4, some botnets utilise a P2P-based chain of
command, over the usual C&C-based approach typical of botnets [72]. This decentralisation
of the command structure helps to obfuscate the position of the commanding bot, as well
as help defend against typical counter attacks against the botnet, such as key pollution
from seized bots. Overall, this increases the resilience of P2P botnets manyfold, as no
single-point-of-failure exists within the C&C structure [73]. This is explained in detail in
Yan et al.’s paper [74], which also proposes a novel botnet called AntBot. AntBot is one
of many new examples of more resilient botnets, showcasing the developments of this
worrying trend. This type of hardened P2P-based botnet is also explored and explained in
detail in Andriesse et al. [75]. In order to counteract this phenomenon in botnet evolution,
entirely new approaches much be made, such as [76], which proposes a different take on
detection of P2P botnets, based on its behaviour. Some papers, such as [77], have attempted
to model the resilience of P2P botnets to help researchers identify weaknesses and potential
mitigation against P2P botnets. These papers all try and tackle the developing threat.
5.3. Extension and Browser Based Botnets
Simple browser extensions for Google’s Chrome or Mozilla’s Firefox have in recent
years seen a growing surge of interest from users. The ability to add additional functionality
and capability to a browser, such sa blocking ads, easily downloading high-resolution
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images, etc. have made these small pieces of software an attractive tool. While the user’s
browser may be open about what permissions each individual extensions requires to
function, the actual implementation and usage of these requirements are often uncharted
territory to most users. This makes malicious browser extensions an excellent point of
attack, as browsers often have permission to add, edit and delete files on the host system.
This is showcased and documented in Perrotta and Hao’s paper [79] from 2018. The paper’s
proposed extension-based botnet is but one take on a new variety of botnets, offering a
number of different capabilities.
In a similar tone, massive online social media that connect people with one another
have also grown vulnerable to modern botnets. This new breed of botnets, typically
nicknamed Social Network Botnets (SNB), are capable of infiltrating deep into social
networks such as Facebook without being caught or stopped by defence measures. Boshmaf
et al.’s paper [80] details how such an SNB can be conceived and details how it performs
on Facebook over a period of eight weeks.
Likewise, not only have social medias fallen prey to this new type of botnets. Online
clipboards and publicly available cloud storage services have turned out to be effective
measures to act as C&C centres for botnets, as described in Yin et al. [87]. Other examples
include the proposed social botnet DR-SNBot by Yin et al., which argue that bots hiding
within social networks are more resistant to to destruction compared to other types of
botnets [60].
5.4. Smartphone-Based Botnets
As smartphones have grown more and more powerful and full of personal information,
botnet creators increasingly look towards these pocket sized computers for new possibilities.
Mobile botnets show disturbing results as a botnet vector of attack [65–67]. Interestingly,
something as simple as an SMS sent from one smartphone to another can also prove to be
highly potent, as some botnets have taken to this method to relay messages from the C&C
to the bots [88,89].
Of further note within the field of mobile botnets, Malatras et al.’s taxonomy [68],
and [69] by Rodriguez-Gomez et al. are both of great use to model and formalise botnets.
There is also Pieterse and Olivier’s paper [70] on this type of botnets, in which they
present a valuable take on the evolution of this niche of botnets. All three papers provide
excellent introduction and supplementary understanding of the various characteristics and
interesting highlights of mobile botnets.
Smartphone services such as Googles Push Notification Service (PNS) is also considered to be exploited by botnet devs as C&C channels [90]. Android is not the only
targeted OS, as seen in [91], where Apple’s iPhone was the target of the iKee.B botnet,
which collected system information such as SMS, network configuration, os name and
os version.
5.5. Vehicular Botnets and Its Effect on Modern Traffic
Having touched on smartphone-based botnets, it is no surprise that vehicles are
becoming increasingly vulnerable to botnet takeovers. Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs)
are expected to play an increasing role in traffic safety as well as the driving experience.
The ability for cars to communicate with one another may very well revolutionise the way
people drive. VANETs are, however, under threat of new types of botnets, as touched on
in [81].
5.6. Blockchain-Based Botnets
While blockchain has, for a large part, often been associated with cryptocurrencies,
new methods and developments showcase a new type of botnets emerging based around
blockchain. Bock et al. touches on this, in their assessment [86], providing a broad overview
of the associated risks and relates the problems with this new type of botnets to existing
C&C-based botnets.
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5.7. IoT-Based Botnets
Back in Section 4, a brief recount was made as to the reasons why IoT devices were
especially popular botnet slaves. This is further explained, discussed and evaluated in a
number of papers, including [82,83]. Situations such as poorly configured devices, the role
of IoT in botnets as well as real life scenarios involving IoT devices capabilities for usage in
attacks. Likewise, Mendes, Aloi and Pimenta’s paper [84] on IoT based botnets offers great
insight into various architectures employed by botnets.
5.8. Atypical New Botnet Variants
Every once in a while, entirely new botnets pop up, bringing either new features,
capabilities or counteractions to known botnet mitigation tools.
Chen et al. [64] discusses a new type of botnet, a so called ’Delay-Tolerant Botnet’,
pieces of botnet-enabling malware capable of impersonating human reaction times. This
helps it avoid detection for longer, as reaction times are often a measure when identifying
botnets and their attacks.
Abu Rajab et al. presents an analysis of a botnet within the Darknet [57], showcasing
how botnets make up a substantial amount of internet traffic.
As a general model, Kudo et al. proposes the concept of self-evolving botnets [85]
which models their behaviour through a stochastic epidemic model of botnet features. The
behaviour of infection shows quick propagation and the model indicates that self-evolving
botnets should be prevented from spreading early.
6. Detection and Mitigation
This section describes the botnet mitigation and detection strategies proposed within
research. On the topic of detection and mitigation of botnets, the two components are
often conjoined in research, as the mechanisms for detecting a botnet often correlates to
its behaviour and infection vector. Through this, a mitigation strategy can be built to
counteract the identified vector or behaviour, which either partially or completely nullifies
the botnet. For that purpose, it was decided to follow the example from prior peers,
and conjoin the two elements in this section as well. The distribution of papers and
subcategories of detection papers can be seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Distribution of botnet detection and mitigation mechanisms for this paper.
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6.1. Detection Mechanisms—Techniques
This section covers all papers, which are related to detection approaches and compares
several techniques for each categories.
6.1.1. Neural Network Detection Mechanisms
For the purpose of clarification, Table 4 above gives an overview of a number of neural
network based detection techniques and their related papers:
Table 4. Papers describing detection of botnets using neural network based techniques. Each row describes the overall
technique, known advantages, disadvantages, detection rate and related papers.
Technique

Advantage(s)

Disadvantage(s)

Detection Rate

Papers

Back Propagation (BP).

Can detect botnets with no
false positives as well as low
expected error rate in higher
error environments.

Only tested on a certain
types of botnet traffic and
characteristics of other
botnets.

99% detection rate, 95.7%
accuracy and FP rates of
0.00952 or lower.

[92]

PSI-Graph

Much faster than FCGs,
better FNR, FPR and
accuracy.

N/A.

Accuracy of 98.7%, FNR
1.83% and FPR 0.78%.

[93]

Reference [94]: Training
process requires GPU
power. Reference [95] does
not yet support transfer
learning.

Best accuracy of ResNet is
99.32%. Reference [95]
99.98% accuracy for
DenseNet and 83.15% for
SVM. Reference [96]
achieves up to 98.6% botnet
detection accuracy on the
self-tests and about 90% on
the cross-evaluation test.

[94–97]

[98,99]

Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN)

Can automatically extract
features of botnets and has
higher accuracy than
traditional NN.

Artificial Neural
Network (ANN) &
MLP-ANN.

Reference [98] has low
computational overhead.
Reference [99] uses
supervised learning
approach to obtain high TPR
and can further be used in
Transfer Learning projects.

Reference [99] does not
have hybrid models.

Reference [98] managed to
get minimum of 87.56%
TPR during testing.
Reference [99] got 100%
accuracy and TPR.

ML & DL.

A combination of multiple
ML and DL models
including comparisons.

N/A.

N/A.

[97]

NN & AIS.

Reference [29] can provide
endpoint protection.
Reference [100] does not
need prior knowledge of
botnets.

Reference [29] requires
command and control
server.

N/A.

[29,100]

[101–103]

Machine Learning,
Deep Learning,
t-distributed stochastic
neighbor embedding &
Deep Neural Network.

Considers a broad amount of
ML and DL techniques.

N/A.

DNN takes a long time to
train and also around 1.3 s
to execute detection logic
where other methods
found in this paper is faster
or requires less training
time.

Nonnegative Tucker
decomposition.

Memory-efficient.

Normally requires too high
a computational cost to run
in real time.

N/A.

[104]

NN with blockchains.

Lightweight: small memory
and low-power processors
needed for devices.

N/A.

N/A.

[29]
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Neural network-based detection of botnets is just one of many proposed methods of
botnet detection. X.G. Li and J.F. Wang [92] proposes using back propagation (BP) neural
network to detect botnets based on traffic characteristics. Other detection methods, such as
the one proposed by [93], also use similar neural network methods for detecting IoT-based
botnets using PSI-Graph generation with potentially fewer resources. Reference [99] uses
a model based neural network approach to classify IoT botnets; the paper compares the
MLP-ANN mode with the N-BaIoT model. MLP-ANN requires a supervised learning
approach, meaning it can become even more effective by training with more data and can
run on very limited computing resources. N-BaIoT on the other hand works unsupervised
(USML) but requires a larger resource overhead. Reference [100] uses a biology-inspired
artificial immune system approach to model botnets as infections within a network body.
The microorganisms within the artificial immune system are trained to act upon spam and
scanning related botnet activity.
Other papers focus more on applying neural networks to detect irregularities within
network traffic. Dhalka et al. compares several contemporary botnet detection techniques,
k-means clustering, neural network and recurrent neural network. Their paper [105]
compares the algorithms in terms of several factors, including positive/negative rates,
sensitivity, specificity and more. The paper identifies the neural network method as the
best solution based on the chosen measures, with a caveat that the neural network method
may not be practical. There has been a growth in papers related to mitigating botnets
found in IoT devices, as this industry is growing exponentially without regards to security.
Alexander and Allison Nixon propose an Industry Security Association committee to be
created and publish security standards which manufactures are required to follow [106].
For non-IoT botnets, other papers such as [25] address four different major botnet
detection approaches: signature-based, anomaly-based, DNS-based and mining based
detection. The paper evaluates previous surveys and illustrates botnets architectures,
topologies, communication protocols, attacking method and, their destinations, impediment approaches, and detection techniques. Similar neural network identification systems
such as [107] work by analysing botnet traffic, using a more adaptive and flexible stream
mining algorithm to classify botnets. Reference [94] also proposes a similar network
analysis approach with a neural network-based P2P model to monitor botnet traffic and
recognise patterns using the ResNet architecture. In another similar approach, the neural
network-based detection and mitigation system called BoNeSSy also analyses network
traffic to detect and mitigate botnet behaviour [98]. If an application identifies a threat,
BoNeSSy will notify the administrator and take appropriate security actions to isolate the
potential threat. Chu et al. proposes a combination of machine learning and classification
mining [108] for botnet detection.
Jithu et al. [102] propose a deep learning method that detects botnets in IoT devices
using anomaly detection. The technique employed in the paper reaches an accuracy of 94%
and recognises the need for IoT security with a predicted number of 24.1 billion IoT devices
by 2030. Abdullah et al. [103] propose using a Local Global Best Bat Algorithm with neural
networks (LGBA-NN), which achieves a 99.89% accuracy in their study using the N-BaIoT
dataset. Their study includes comparing LGBA-NN with less effective implementations of
PSO-NN and BA-NN.
Deep learning, which employs neural networks, has been used by Taheri et al. [95],
who proposes a deep learning-based botnet detection engine that takes raw network traffic
data as input and transforms them into images. These images are then input into a deep
convolutional neural network (CNN), DenseNet, for classification of normal and botnet
traffic data. CNN approaches are endorsed by [24] as being one of the best performing
techniques for detecting botnets in IoT devices along with Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN) and Artificial Neural Network (ANN). A similar approach to [24] is using deep
learning to construct algorithms to detect IoT-based botnets and botnet attacks. Sriram
et al. [101] propose an algorithm that analyses the network flow and can be used to
secure “smart city applications”. This includes health care, power grid infrastructure, water
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treatment facilities, traffic controlling, etc. Additionally, the flow of networks can be utilised
for further analysis and learning, to enhance the performance of the algorithm. The authors
of "Real-time botnet detection using non-negative tucker decomposition" [104], propose a
method for detecting group activities from extracted features in darknet traffic using tensor
factorisation. While this method requires too high computational costs to run in real time,
they propose implementing a two-step algorithm in order to achieve fast, memory-efficient
factorisation. More nontraditional methods like [96] seek to identify botnets through the
usage of power consumption as the parameter for their CNN model. In [29] a similar
lightweight solution is also mentioned for use in small memory capacity devices with
low-power processors, since these are not able to have reliable anti-malware systems. It
is based on the use of NeuroMesh, which is a combination of neural and mesh detection
networks used to secure the devices. It can detect and delete malware and implements
IP-based blacklist and whitelist access control to provide secure channel for IoT devices via
the Bitcoin communication protocol.
6.1.2. Machine Learning and Network-Based Detection Mechanisms
For the purpose of clarification, Table 5 below details a number of papers that goes
over machine learning-based detection:
Table 5. Papers describing detection of botnets using machine learning based techniques. Each column describes the overall
technique, known advantages, disadvantages, detection rate and related papers respectively.
Technique

Advantage(s)

Disadvantage(s)

Detection Rate

Papers

Network flow
analysis

Real-time detection. High
detection rate (up to 98%) of
known signatures. Can be
implemented in current SDN
solutions. Supports a wide
variety of detection
approaches.

Requires training data for
unknown attacks. Too
many features in selection
results in unnecessary
overhead.

Varies between 85.34%.
Reference [109] to
>99% [26].

[26,28,97,
109–129]

Honeypots

Ability to train model on
unknown variants.

Training needs to be
supplemented by
simulated network traffic.

99%.

[130,131]

DNS-based profiling
of Mirai botnets

Uses live datasets based on
honeypot infected botnets, low
computational time (<0.2 s).

Limited to mirai(-like)
botnet variants.

>99%.

[132]

Cloud-based
detection offload

Linear scaling with number of
computational hosts.

Real-time detection not
possible.

N/A.

[133]

Minimization of ML
feature selection

Lower computational cost
while keeping high accuracy
rate.

Limited to IoT-based
botnets ([134]), does not
improve weaknesses to
unknown signatures.

98.97% ([134]) and
75–99% ([135]).

[134,135]

VM Hypervisor
detection agent

Allows OS-level passive
detection and monitoring.

Only applicable for
VM-based hosts.

N/A.

[5]

Self-adaptive system
with fuzzy c-means
clustering

Can choose security scenarios
and adapt mitigation
procedures depending on the
attack. High resilience.

Dependent on the specific
system network used
during testing.

High percentage of
known and unknown.
Multi-vector
cyberattacks: 70%.

[136]

Network botnet
fingerprinting and
signature

Large data throughput. High
accuracy. Reference [137]:
better real-time performance
compared to CPU-based
approaches (800–1300%
speedup)

Specific parameters in the
used dataset, which need
more features.
Reference [137]: requires
dedicated GPU hardware.

Very few false positives.
Accuracy close to 100%.

[137,138]
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Table 5. Cont.
Technique

Advantage(s)

Disadvantage(s)

Detection Rate

Papers

Network traffic data
mining

Allows for detection of
botnets inside complex
traffic before the attack.
Does not require network
changes.

Method needs to be
deployed by ISPs.
Difficulties when using the
NAT technology.

Detection: 98%
NaiveBayes: 89%
BayesNet: 87%.

[139]

Multi-phase traffic
ranking mechanism

Reduces the false
classification rate of normal
IP traffic.

Needs further work to
detect different kind of
HTTP botnets. The
experiment data is limited.

N/A.

[140]

Multi clusters for
classification

Achieve high accuracy and
reliability. Outperforms
individual clustering
algorithms in training time.

Increased algorithm
runtime complexity.

N/A.

[141,142]

Takes time to train.

Most ML algorithms score
over 85% accuracy on DGA
botnets, among which the
random forest algorithm
gives the best results with
an overall classification
accuracy of 90.80%.

[143]

ML on DNS query data

Better than IDS based
detection on newer botnets
variants.

Neural network is not the only method to use the N-BaIoT dataset, as seen in [97],
where Bashlite and Mirai found their way into various IoT devices. These included doorbells, baby monitors, security cameras and a webcam. Detection models were developed
for each device using numerous machine learning modes, including deep learning models.
Similar machine learning methods have been used by Long Mai and Dong Kun Noh [141]
using cluster ensembles to increase detection reliability compared to other clustering
mechanisms. Instead of classifying flow clusters in either a botnet flow or normal flow,
the algorithm uses multiple clusters for the same traffic and a link algorithm to do the
final classification. Self-adapting systems for detecting, clustering and classification of
botnets is proposed by Lysenko et al. [136], who use a semi-supervised fuzzy c-means
clustering technique. The system is also able to double as mitigation as it can reconfigure
corporate networks and execute more specific actions such as reducing request timeouts,
decreasing allowed HTTP request size and blocking source hostname and IP addresses.
Reference [142] also applies a clustering machine learning algorithm to detect Internet
Relay Chat (IRC) traffic containing botnet behaviour. The approach however is based off
a fuzzy cross association clustering algorithm to study the relationship between known
traffic and unknown traffic. Unknown traffic can then be checked to verify or disprove the
appearance of a botnet within the IRC traffic. Machine learning can be very helpful when
it comes to detecting different kinds of botnets, but recently, bot herders [144] have begun
to use well-crafted concept drifts based on known machine learning techniques to defend
against ML assisted detection.
Through a new ML algorithm consisting of a combination of ANN and DT, Rezaei [145],
has obtained a detection accuracy of 100%. The technique has a noticeable 11.36 s duration
detection time using 20 features to detect botnets in IoT. Seungjin et al. [146] refers to what
they call smart factory (SF), which is a combination of AI and ML. They tested two different ML techniques, Weka and R-studio, achieving 95.3% and 96% accuracy, respectively.
Pandey et al. [126] use RF to classify the data into multiple units and then SVM to reclassify
every sub-entity to improve accuracy. Their RF-SVM hybrid ML model achieved 85.3%
accuracy while RF-Naive Bayers reached 83.36% and lastly RF-KNN-LR 79.56% accuracy.
Hidayah et al. [147] obtained up to 92% accuracy using ML algorithms that filter
and classify data to detect the botnets C&C server. Siqlang et al. [148] studied the use of
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unsupervised detection of botnet activities and used the Frequent pattern tree algorithm
provided by Weka. They achieved up to 100% accuracy varying with the thresholds chosen
and up to 100% precision. Mehdi [149] found that using both ML and DL techniques based
on a somewhat hybrid combination of cooperative game theory, accuracy and learning
times could greatly be improved. For SVM, he obtained 11.62% improved accuracy and
154.41 s better learning time and for LSTM, 0.24% better accuracy and 222.72 s better
learning time. Mehdi also found that these methods achieved an accuracy of 99.98% and
higher using 10 or more features for detection.
Using KNN, Bjatt et al. [150] achieved in scenarios up to 98% accuracy and provided
comparisons to other methods such as Spark-ELM, CCD and Bclus. The proposed method
detects botnets based on a forecastive anomaly detection approach, where the first progression is the instance creation and the second is Cataloging. After the progressions, they use
Graph Structure Based Detection of Anomaly (GSBDA) to detect hazardous anomalies and
lastly use a KNN to identify the botnet accurately. Ali and Fatemeh [151] uses DNS queries
to extract features from network traffic and then apply ML to generate a botnet detection
report. Their studies included testing DT, SVM, RF and Logical regression as their ML algorithms and obtained accuracies of 98%, 96%, 99% and 93% respectively. Panda et al. [152]
claim 100% accuracy using two different approaches, the first approach is scatter search
(ScS) combined with CNN and the other method is ScS combined with Deep Multilayer
perceptron (DMLP). They tested their implementation on the UNSW-NB15 dataset. where
66% of the data were used for training and the remaining 34% for testing.
Another general category within machine learning algorithms is the use of network
anomaly [26] focused algorithms. This kind of mechanism of clustering with machine
learning can be found in [138], where a new method called BotFingerPrint (BotFP) is
presented. BotFP is supposed to be a more lightweight method that can handle a large
number of data easily. BotFP is also designed to detect malicious network activities such
as port scans and DDoS attacks. Kozik and Choraś introduce techniques [124] used in big
data and machine learning to identify botnet traffic in networks. The multi-scale analysis
model is used to extract botnet features from network traffic, which are then classified
using a random forest machine learning algorithm. Poisson sampling is further used to
train the random forest model by under-sampling benign traffic. Chen et al. [125] propose a
method similar to Kozik and Choraś [124] with a conversation-based detection mechanism
by using a random forest algorithm to classify botnet conversations in network flows.
Conversations are classified depending on their duration, size and distribution of topics.
The random forest algorithm is used for selection of probable botnet flows for detection
using a separate machine learning algorithm trained with random forest. Besides using
random forest, Reference [126] found Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naive Bayes (NB), KNearest Neighbour and Linear Regression algorithms to be possible detection mechanisms.
Furthermore, Reference [109] conducted an analysis of various machine learning algorithms
for botnet DDoS attack detection, including SVM, ANN, NB, Decision Tree (DT) and
USML. According to [109], when considering only DDoS attacks, Unsupervised Learning
(USML) stands out as the better option to differentiate between botnet traffic and legitimate
network traffic.
Kirubavathi and Anitha also present an approach for detecting botnets through network traffic flow behaviour analysis and machine learning. The proposed method [127]
extracts network features such as small packets, packet ratio, initial packet length and
bot-response packets. The data are then classified using three machine learning algorithms, Boosted Decision Tree (DT), Naive Bayesian (NB) Classifier and Support Vector
Machine (SVM) to classify benign and botnet traffic. In common with Kirubavathi and
Anitha, Lin et al. [139] propose a method to identify P2P botnet traffic using data mining
on network traffic with NB algorithm. Furthermore, Reference [23] proposes detection,
prevention, investigation and mitigation using anomaly, signature, DNS, data mining and
hybrid techniques. Lin et al. also proposes the use of J48 and Bayesian networks to be
applied to the monitored traffic data, while Lee et al. addresses the use of a ranking algo-
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rithm to clustering-based botnet detection algorithms [140]. The ranking algorithm gives a
higher ranking for source/destination IP pairs with identified suspicious behaviour. The
paper argues that only using k-means clustering results in a large degree of false positives,
and that the problem can be solved by ranking the resulting clusters by suspicious TCP
and ICMP traffic per source/destination IP pair. Further endorsing the use of k-means,
Li et al., propose a botnet detection mechanism using the particle swarm optimisation
and K-means algorithms to identify botnet network behaviour [128]. Su et al. proposes a
machine learning approach to detect P2P botnets in software-defined networks (SDN) [129].
Detection results are provided to an OpenFlow controller in the SDN, which creates rules
to control how botnet source packets are handled at the network switching level.
Along with network analysis, filters can be applied to help extract relevant features
from network traffic such as connection duration, service type, connection state and
more. In [110] by Indre and Lemnaru, the features are provided to a static filter, binary
classification filter and a malware detection filter. These filters can reject the connection
based on static header rules, general behaviour logic and specific cyber-attack detection,
respectively. Also acting on network behaviour and feature set extraction are multiple
papers [111–114], which propose detecting HTTP-based Command & Control servers using
behavioural analysis. The feature set found by the papers can be used to further train
machine learning algorithms to become even better. Other papers make use of similar
methods. Reference [28] uses a supervised machine learning algorithm using a random
forest classifier to identify anomalies in IoT networks. Reference [115] proposes the use
of SoftFlow to capture packages and generate NetFlow for machine learning. The paper
applied this method to two botnet datasets to test if the method was able to differentiate
between legitimate Alexa traffic, Citadel and Zeus botnet traffic. More methods based
on existing industry frameworks have also been tested. References [116,117] use Cisco’s
Netflow for analysis along with a custom-made detection framework to detect botnets.
The botnet propagation model uses a modified Susceptible, Infectious or Recovered SIRS
epidemiological model to estimate if there will be an epidemic of the given botnet and then
uses the developed framework to mitigate the infection.
Moving into machine learning combined with the use of honeypots to detect botnetenabling malware. Ruchi and Kumar [130] proposes using ThingPot which is a virtual IoT
honeypot capable of catching various botnet binaries by emulating different IoT communication protocols along with entire IoT platform behaviours. However, with honeypots
becoming more normal in the line of defence against botnets, bot herders also become better
at bypassing them. Therefore, Reference [131] seeks to make honeypots more efficient and
more effective. Owen et al. seeks to use DNS traffic analysis models with a profiling scheme
of Mirai-like botnet activity captured globally in distributed honeypots [132]. It discusses
features useful in profiling botnets in the past and suggests a number of improvements. The
suggested solution can bring down botnet detection time significantly while maintaining
high levels of accuracy under random forest formulation.
A great amount of botnet detection mechanisms, most of which are based on network
analysis, will not use real time detection, as the high number of data overwhelm most CPU
detection-based systems. Because of this, Che-Lun and Hsiao-Hsi propose the use of GPU
based detection over CPU-based detection to gain a speedup in real time detection [137].
By using GPU based detection, packet loss would occur less frequently as the throughput
capacity of the detection system increases. This allows for a very noticeable speedup. Using
an approach designed to reach near real-time detection, but without the speedup benefit
proposed by Che-Lun and Hsiao-Hsi, Reference [118] seeks to detect Command & Control
servers using autonomous methods. This method eliminates the need to manually detect
C&C signatures from an intrusion detection system (IDS). GNU Anubis, which is an SMTP
message submission daemon, feeds all the IDS data and extracts all frequent strings. Then,
a ranking function will assign high scores to traffic-class-distinguished strings, as these
are more likely to be good C&C signatures. The authors conclude that the method is a
meaningful way to extract C&C signatures in real-world applications.
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In other near real-time detection mechanisms, Reference [119] proposes an open-source
network-based botnet detection and mitigation tool called BotFlex. The tool functions as
an intrusion detection system (IDS), passively listening to network traffic and determining
botnet traffic from various parameters such as blacklists, C&C detection, outbound spam
and more. Toby J. Richer [120] introduces an entropy-based detection mechanism to better
detect botnet traffic with variance in beacons to C&C servers. The introduction of an
entropy-based measure of delay variance allows for the detection of both fixed-delay and
variable-delay beacons. As Sadhan and Moura experimented with tinyP2P and SLINGbot
to detect periodic botnet behaviour in botnet traffic by analysing control plane traffic [121].
A somewhat similar approach is BotGM [122], which identifies network traffic behaviour
using graph-based mining techniques to detect botnet behaviour. The approach also models
the dependencies among network flows to trace back to the root botnet propagators. A
study done by Rui et al. [123] shows the behaviour of the Grum, Cutwail and Bobax botnet.
The study shows that once a host is infected, a number of Unknown TCP packets are sent
on port 80 (in fact HTTP traffic). After multiple SIP invite packets and NBNS queries, the
bots usually change a bit in behaviour. The bots behaved like expected with unknown
UDP traffic as well as a high amount of HTTP traffic, DNS traffic and SMTP packets for
DoS attacks. Their study also shows that these bots mostly infect countries in Europe
and America. Supporting this is [5], which further proves the effectiveness of behaviourbased detection systems. On a virtual machine (VM), a detection agent is installed, which
monitors the processes and their spawned processes to build a behaviour profile and bot
process activity log(s). Calculating the Jaccard similarity coefficient between the behaviour
profile and process activity logs is used to indicate if the host is infected or not. In their
experiment, they show that their bot behaviour profiles and passive detection agent can
distinguish bot hosts with no false positives and no false positives.
Other research, Reference [133], has also focused on increasing the throughput of realtime DNS-based botnet detection mechanisms. The paper in question proposes offloading
fuzzy pattern recognition of suspected botnet traffic to the cloud, executing the detection in
parallel and allowing for near real-time detection. Hoang and Ngyuen have tested several
machine learning approaches for domain name systems (DNS) botnet detection, finding
random forest to be the best choice [143] when it comes to use DNS query data. References [134,135] further propose the reduction in the network features used for detecting
botnet traffic in order to speed up the detection process. A feature minimisation exercise
shows the possibility to reduce the selected feature set while still providing a high degree
of precision.
6.1.3. Domain Name System (DNS) Based Detection
For the purpose of clarification, Table 6 below details a number of papers that cover
DNS-based detection.
Table 6. Papers describing detection of botnets using DNS-based techniques. Each column describes the overall technique,
known advantages, disadvantages, detection rate and related papers, respectively.
Technique

DNS traffic
monitoring

Advantage(s)

Disadvantage(s)

Detection Rate

Papers

Can detect known and
unknown botnets by
monitoring DNS traffic
anomalies. Can detect
C&C server migration.

The huge size of traffic
occurring in network
environments is
computationally
intensive, and due to this,
most DNS traffic
monitoring methods are
also not real-time.

Positive rate 90% and
negative positive rate 5%.
Reference [153] managed
accuracy of 95% with 0.1%
false positives.
Reference [154] archived
98.52% True positive as
minimum and 0.39% False
positive as highest.

[22,23,25,153–
158]
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Table 6. Cont.
Technique

Advantage(s)

Disadvantage(s)

Detection Rate

Papers

DNS traffic
monitoring assisted
by mining

Can detect known and
unknown bots. Can
successfully locate C&C
traffic. Most methods have
low false positive rates and
can detect encrypted
communication.

Not real-time.

Random forest can archive
up to 99% accuracy.

[22,23,25,132]

Network anomalies

Can detect known and
unknown bots.

Not useful for detecting
C&C traffic. Not
real-time viable.

Positive rate of close to 95%
and False positive rate
lower than 3.5%.

[22,23,25,133,
159]

Signature-based
detection

Can detect most known
simple botnets.

Cannot detect unknown
or more advanced known
botnets.

N/A.

[22,23,25,159]

Feature-based
detection
(CAFE/CSTA)

Can reduce the number of
non-active C&C suspected
Domain Names by 79.96%
with false positive rate of
0.69%.

Can be affected by
malformed DNS answers
or DNS cache poisoning
attacks.

N/A.

[160]

Support vector
machine SVM

Can detect existence of
botnets in small to medium
sized networks.

Anti-malware software
can increase the false
positive rate.

Detection rate of 0.935 and
false positive rate of 0.02.

[161]

Domain Name System (DNS)-based detection algorithms are another frequently used
approach to combat botnet threats. Most DNS approaches use an allow– deny-list concept
to distinguish Domain generation algorithm (DGA) botnets from legitimate traffic. This
method is used in [158], where it is seen that most of the domains and their traffic will
be allowed by the list. Meanwhile, the rest of the traffic will be clustered using the
density-based spatial clustering of applications with the DBSCAN algorithm. The clusters
are further analysed to identify botnet domains. This method is similar to [153], which
tries to detect botnet-based DNS traffic by the use of Power Spectral Density analysis, a
signal processing technique. The method used in [158] shares many similarities with [162],
which further adds the use of botnet-generated domain names identification using entropy
measurements and n-gram scores. The domain names are then measured using a k-means
clustering algorithm to identify domains which are likely to be generated by the same
botnet DGA. References [163,164] instead use the lexical properties and semantic patterns of
real domain names to train their proposed detection schemes. Wang et al. [154] exploit the
behaviour of DGA botnets to identify potential botnet traffic. Botnets have a high number of
failed DNS lookups stemming from the use of DGA algorithms to generate domain names.
The algorithm filters botnet-generated domain names and clusters them using the Chinese
Whispers algorithm. The clusters are then classified using a supervised machine learning
algorithm, based on DNS query times and query amount. Truong and Cheng take several of
these algorithms and compares their ability to detect DGA based botnets. Their paper [165]
includes a comparison of Naive Bayes, K-nearest neighbour, random forest, support vector
machine and decision tree. A more specific usage of Naive Bayes along with AdaBoost,
C4.5 and SVM for Flickr profiling as proposed by Natarajan et al. [166]. The multilevel
social network profile analysis method is used to detect the Stegobot on social networking
websites along with identifying a range of image malware, botcargo and stego images
used to identify Stegobot. Reference [167] proposes a new method of combined detection,
mitigation and clean-up for next-generation botnet combating. The system consists of five
modules with a task each. This system should be able to communicate, report, detect and
heal itself when botnet-enabling malware enters the system. Detection is based on DNS
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host files and network inbound ports, which are analysed by the administrator along with
a MD5 checksum of the tcp.sys file.
Monitoring activity from DNS-queries during C&C communication or updates and
applying semi-supervised fuzzy c-means clustering to produce security scenarios is the
basis of the self-adaptive system called BotGRABBER [161]. Not much different is the
method proposed by Sharalfaldin et al. in [168], where a novel botnet detection framework,
BotViz, is presented. BotViz uses a combination of DNS-based analysis of host PC DNS
records and API hook forensics on memory dumps to detect potentially vulnerable systems.
Forensics are done through an analysis module that uses a k-cluster machine learning
algorithm to decide whether or not a host might be compromised by a botnet. Other
papers seek to develop methods for botnet detection based on botnet behaviour called
C&C Tracer. The C&C Tracer [160] works by using C&C active behaviour feature extracting
(CAFE), domain name status querying (DNSQ) and C&C status tracing analyser (CSTA)
along with allow lists from multiple external sources such as the Honeypot project and
Shadowserver Foundation. An analysis done by Ichise et al. [156] to test the feasibility of
botnet detection through domain name system (DNS) records. The analysis shows that
in the 5.5 million DNS TXT record queries obtained from their campus network, around
2293 queries where classified as “unconfirmed”. In their further investigation, ~22% of
these queries were targeting suspicious URLs identified by virustotal [169]. A similar
approach is used by Jin et al. in [157], which proposes a novel DNS-based detection
approach for detecting botnet activity. The paper focuses on direct outbound DNS queries
on non-standard authoritative name servers to identify botnets, which use TXT records
to send commands. The paper finds that a similar 19% of identified potentially malicious
DNS queries have been flagged by online websites, such as [169], for being used for botnet
activity. Reference [159] also proposes a similar idea, but with a focus on UDP network
traffic, focusing on DNS MX queries, the DNS packet request and various behaviour that
might be botnet attacks based on UDP traffic. Reference [170] talks about a profiling
dataset. “UMUDGA: a dataset for profiling DGA-based botnet” aims to enable researchers
to move the data collection, organisation and pre-processing phases forward. Ensuring the
availability of good datasets also help the general research community in providing novel
detection mechanisms.
6.1.4. Detection Mechanisms—Pervasive Computing Paradigms
The segment highlights different detection techniques employed in various types of
pervasive computing paradigms. These paradigms show different ways in which hosts
can establish communication channels and networks, which also affect how botnets can be
detected within those networks.
6.1.5. IoT and P2P Botnets
With the Mirai attack in 2016, some focus have shifted towards IoT networks as
potential vulnerable hosts for botnet infection. Therefore, multiple mechanisms for IoT
botnet detection have been proposed (see Table 7), both specifically against Mirai and
also some more general mechanisms [171]. Reference [172] specifically targets Mirai and
other known types of attacks with a quantum-inspired detection algorithm. The algorithm
matches network traffic headers with a predefined table of IoT botnet attack signatures
to detect malicious packets. The authors acknowledge that while not all kinds of botnet
attacks have been considered in their approach, the method shows very high true positive
rate for detecting known types of IoT botnet behaviour. Reference [173] proposes a sparserepresentation framework for botnet detection on the IoT edge. The sparse-representation
factor is determined from the network traffic of each individual IoT device, which is then
compared against a threshold to determine potential malicious traffic. This allows the
network controller to cut off any potentially infected IoT devices. Reference [174] argues
for the use of logistic regression of IoT traffic to calculate the probability of an infected
device. The regression is based on multiple network parameters including ports, number
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of requests, mean packet size and more. Finally, Reference [175] proposes using a local
agent on IoT devices in an installation to collaboratively compute security events to detect
botnet attacks. Botnet attacks are determined on the basis of the difference in DDoS traffic
and benign network traffic, which is collectively decided upon by the agents.
Table 7. Papers describing detection of botnets in IoT and P2P-based environments. Each column describes the overall
technique, known advantages, disadvantages, detection rate and related papers, respectively.
Technique

Advantage(s)

Disadvantage(s)

Detection Rate

Papers

Quantum computing to
combat Mirai

Fast results. High accuracy.

Only targets botnet with
known signatures.

N/A.

[172]

Sparse-representation
framework on IoT

Faster than compared
approaches.

Tested on limited IoT
botnet dataset.

90%.

[173]

Logistic regression of
traffic

High accuracy. High precision.

Can only detect during
propagation phase.

>99%.

[174]

Collaborative
multi-agent

Can detect large scale DDoS
attacks. Lightweight: can be
installed on hardware with
limited resources.

Needs a minimum level of
collaboration across
organisations. Training
environment does not
reflect real-world
environments: A
percentage of agents may
not acting as excepted.

Depends on framework
implementation.

[175–177]

Bitcoin Miners
detection

Experiments are showing
excellent accuracy.

Only applicable on
specific botnet types.

Depending on the
variety of techniques
that are utilised.

[178]

Classification from
traffic frequency and
behaviour.

No statistical traffic patterns
need to be known in advance.
Does not rely on payload data.
Does not require monitoring of
individual host. Effective (very
high detection rate). Scalable
low false positive rate.

Requires installation at all
network boundaries.
Unable to detect botnets
with low amount of
requests.

Up to 100%.

[76,179–187]

Graph-based approach

Computationally efficient.

Needs a certain amount of
training data. Accuracy
depends on datasets
inspired of the evolving
Internet state.

N/A.

[188]

PageRank algorithm
using clustered cloud
computing

Efficient performance
(clustering). Scalable and
Effective. Easily usable at low
costs.

High computational
needs.

99%.

[189]

SMTP analysis

Can catch both text and
image-based botnet spam
mails.

Limited to mail-based
botnets.

Detects 96.23% of
botnets spam mails
with no false positive.

[190,191]

Botnet application
sandboxing

Computationally cheaper
compared to contemporary
intrusion detection systems.

Legitimate emails can be
flagged wrongly as spam.

Not tested

[192]

Evidential reasoning

Can improve botnet detection
rates.

Lacks an uncertainty
evaluation model.

Up to 90%.

[193]

Blockchains are another useful paradigm, which can be included in botnet detection
techniques. In the paper [176], the use of lightweight agents included in many IoT installations is discussed. The main goal is to provide a secure communication channel, such as
a private network, between each node (agent). Since all agents are able to communicate
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with each other, they can exchange relevant information such as collection of traffic metrics
to identify ongoing DDoS attacks and victims. This exchange procedure is implemented
via a blockchain smart contract, which is co-maintained by all nodes in the system. The
involved blockchain technology ensures integrity among all the nodes and allows for the
collaboration of the distributed nodes without a need of a third party. Another purpose
of this technology is in [177], where blockchain is implemented as a framework using
HyperLedger to give traceability of the hardware. By the use of a physically unclonable
function (PUF), all the IoT-connected devices are sure to be unique. In this way, blockchains
is used for verification in order to compare and identify these devices with their unique
fingerprint ID. Among all these papers, the blockchain-based structure is often used for
integrity, decentralisation and transparency among the participants of the chain. It allows
these agents to communicate in a much more secure way and therefore make the detection
mechanism more reliable and efficient. However, according to a different perspective, A.
Zareh and H. R. Shahriari detail another type of target in [178], namely called “botcoins”,
which are Bitcoin miner botnets. They propose the use of dynamic analysis of instruction
traces in suspicious executable binary files. A constant parameter value in the assembly
exist in all botcoin implementations, which can be detected at the assembly language
level. Compared to the other blockchain approaches, the detection strategy in [178] does
not iuse blockchain as a communication channel, but analyses how a specific type of
botnet functions.
The approach described in [180] uses two factors to determine if a P2P host is part
of a botnet: host living-time and command search frequency. The paper argues that P2P
botnets exhibit longer-term peer connections and high search request frequency compared
to benign P2P traffic. Because legitimate P2P peer connection time is usually short and
pull-style communication is uncommon, botnet-behaviour can be detected by those two
factors. Likewise, Reference [181] also approaches the detection of P2P botnets by the
P2P search frequency. The detection mechanism specified in the paper also considers the
number of P2P peers, the argument being that P2P botnets have a larger number of peer
connections compared to normal P2P traffic. The paper also looks at the periodicity of
messages sent, with the argument being that bots periodically request commands from the
botmaster. In [189], detecting peer-to-peer botnets using a high-level abstraction of parallel
computing called MapReduce is discussed. MapReduce is aiming to divide input data
into multiple inputs to make applying functions easier to them. MapReduce also helps
running the tasks in parallel over multiple servers. Reference [182] uses both periodicity
and active peer connections to determine if a host is part of a P2P botnet. The mechanism
described also looks at the ratio of small packets vs. large packets to indicate C&C queries
by bot hosts. Other papers such as [183] propose the use of of traditional network traffic
analysis based on packet feature selection to detect P2P-based botnets. PeerHunter looks at
the number of mutual peers between hosts to detect P2P botnet participants. The number
of mutually connected nodes indicates the number of potential botnet communities and
is used to identify candidates for botnet detection [179]. Reference [76] further builds
on top of PeerHunter to identify whether the previously identified communities are part
of a botnet or not. The detection mechanism for the communities use a network flow
analysis method to detect botnets, with the primary factors being the ratio of egress/ingress
packets, mutual contacts ratio and destination diversity ratio. Reference [188] uses a graphbased approach to detect P2P traffic, instead opting to exploit the structural properties
of the botnet P2P overlay network. The approach checks the number and size of weaklyconnected components, average node degree and InO ratio of the P2P overlay network
graph to determine if the P2P network is a botnet.
Reference [185] uses firewall logs and the number of outbound connections to detect
botnet behaviour. If the number of outbound connections suddenly increases above a
threshold, the user is informed. Reference [184] detects HTTP botnet traffic in streaming
logs by the use of Lanczos method. The log entries and time slots are put into a matrix to check for correlation with botnet behavioural traffic. The paper primarily focuses
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on comparison to principal component analysis (PCA) and shows that Lanczos method
achieves similar results with a 25% reduction in runtime compared to similar approaches.
Reference [186] proposes a multi-faceted detection mechanism based on both host and
network analysis. The network analysis is based on known botnet behaviour while host
analysis is based on the expected host processes and behaviour. If behaviour exceeds or
goes beyond expected thresholds, the approach assumes that botnet activity is happening.
Reference [187] proposes a method for detecting HTTP based botnets and C&C communication in the cloud using traffic analysis. The paper looks at five instances of packet
capture and analyses the HTTP (TCP packets) traffic, calculating entropy of the captures
with TCP payload, length of payload and frequency of each character in the payload. Their
test shows that C&C communication is relative similar and can be used for detecting C&C
communication of botnets in the cloud.
For spam-based botnets, Reference [190] proposes a method for the detection from
spam mails received by those botnets. By looking at the mail header, the detection mechanism determines if the mail came from a botnet by looking at the sender’s IP, the country of
the domain name and the MX host of the sender. If the countries do not match, the sender
is assumed to be part of a spam botnet. Reference [191] tackles botnet detection from a
cyber-security standpoint, using a multiple detection mechanisms and aggregating the
detection results in a central detection log for consideration. The used methods include
honeypots, spam collection and recognition as well as high-level analysis based on known
botnets. The techniques are based on a case study of the techniques applied at ACDC
(Advanced Cyber Defense Centre) in Europe.
Reference [192] attempts to detect botnets by blocking botnet-infected hosts from
sending mails. The proposed framework uses a whitelisting approach for running software within hosts, only allowing mails to be sent by authorised applications with a perapplication encryption key. A process that sends mail without the authorisation key is
flagged as a potential malware. Reference [193] uses a unique approach based on evidential
reasoning detection botnets. In this approach, the actions of hosts are mined and reasoned
to determine if the actions performed are within the expectations of the host. If not, the
host may be detected as being part of a botnet.
6.1.6. Mobile Botnets
For the purpose of clarification, Table 8 below details a number of papers that goes
over mobile botnet based detection:
Table 8. Papers describing detection of botnets in mobile devices. Each column describes the overall technique, known
advantages, disadvantages, detection rate and related papers, respectively.
Technique

Advantage(s)

Disadvantage(s)

Detection Rate

Papers

Risk factor based on
multi-category features

High accuracy in botnet
apps.
Generates a pattern for
Android botnet detection.

Only for static analysis.
No response mechanism.

Reference [194]: 93.1%.

[18,194]

Dynamic
real-time analysis

N/A.

Limited analysis for risk
factor.

N/A.

[19]

Machine learning

General high detection
performance.

Bad detection performance
when the bot coexists with
other applications that
communicate with many
hosts.

Achieves 0.93 of the
F-measure score by using
graphlets of TCP and UDP
with 10% of total traffic in
3-minute duration [195].
99.49% accuracy is
achieved [196].

[195,196]

Application monitoring

Mitigation: user warnings
if something is suspicious.

SMS and social network
applications are not
monitored.

N/A.

[197]
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Another point of interest in botnet detection is the detection of smartphone-based
botnets. Some papers, such as Abdullah and Saudi [18], propose assessing the potential
risk of malicious apps by evaluating the API calls used by given apps. Apps shown to
behave more like botnets are categorised as higher-risk and might potentially be blocked.
Reference [18] also attempts to evaluate apps based on risk factors, weighing botnetbehaving apps as higher-risk compared to more benign apps. Reference [19] compares
an app’s permissions with a list of known harmful permissions and creates a threat level
hierarchy on the basis of said permissions. Reference [194] extends the approach used
in [19] by detecting botnets on the basis of both permissions and also the used API calls of
each app. Reference [195] proposes the use of a graphlet-based machine learning algorithm
on smartphone communication and then executing principal components analysis to
identify P2P botnets on smartphones. Other approaches such as [196] run as an active
agent on the smartphone OS to capture run-time data. The data is then labelled using
a machine learning algorithm to determine whether or not an app acts like a botnet.
Reference [197] instead asks the user to specify trusted apps and what permissions a given
app should have according to the user. Any apps performing unauthorised or suspicious
actions are flagged, and the user is informed. Periodic scans are performed to identify new
threats and inform the user of unused apps.
6.1.7. Vehicle Networks
With the development of autonomous vehicles, vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs)
have been designed to provide traffic safety by allowing the ad hoc transmission of safety
information between vehicles. This additional communication makes VANETs a likely
target for malicious attackers. Reference [198] introduces novel attack VANETs and propose
a honeypot approach to notify nearby vehicles to ignore messages stemming from vehicles
infected by botnets. The paper also proposes the use of localisation mechanisms to limit
the exposure to far-away botnets. Reference [12] introduces Shieldnet, which employs a set
of machine learning algorithms to detect the use of the GHOST [81] vehicular botnet. The
algorithm detects suspicious activity by searching for outlier data within the Basic Safety
Messages (BSM) fields of VANET broadcasts, also isolating known infected hosts using a
reputation-based identification system.
6.1.8. Social Network Botnets
Social network-based botnets (SnB) have become a major security issue in the past
few years. Their incentives are based on sensitive information stealing, and perform
complex communication procedures. Publicly available resources are highly vulnerable
and provide an obfuscation layer in the C&C communication for botnets. The study [87]
of this new malware method is essential to understand the actual challenges in detecting
and mitigating social botnets. Social networks contain information such as sensitive and
personal data of both registered and unregistered users. Moreover, it acts as a humandriven communication channel to share, talk and learn. This tool can be helpful in some
respects, but it can also be destructive, e.g., propagating the influence of botnets [199].
To understand the behaviour of social network botnets, T. Yin and Y. Zhang and
S. Li detail [60] the design and implementation of a Social Network-based botnet called
DR-SNBot. The paper presents the necessary framework to deploy a C&C channel on the
Sina blog website with a nickname generation algorithm and divide-and-conquer strategy.
Compared to [60,166], it contains strong analysis on how to detect covert SnB in the real
world. It is focused on the Stegobot and how to monitor host profile activity from a social
network, and by extension, differentiate a normal profile from a Stegobot’s one. Profiles
are analysed by looking at their number of friends, likes and shares. A Stegobot has
predictable patterns and communicates secret messages via carrier images, called “stego
images”, through the content sharing system from social networks. Their strategy is to
study statistical correlation and build a classification algorithm using Machine Learning to
identify malicious activities and suspicious accounts.
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6.2. Mitigation Mechanisms
After detecting a botnet and the threat they can represent, mitigation and countermeasures have to be deployed to limit the propagation of the botnet-enabling malware and
protect the devices from being compromised. Mitigation mechanisms for botnets can be
either reactive or proactive and can occur at different levels. The following section lists
some of the mitigation strategies that can be employed when dealing with botnet and
botnet-based attacks. These countermeasures can be found in Table 9 below.
Table 9. This table details the specific mitigation methods described in the following section, the advantages and disadvantages, as well as associated papers.
Mitigation Mechanism

Advantages

Disadvantages

Papers

Best practices for end-users
and organisations

Increases overall organisational
security, considered best-practice,
many well-known standards (i.e.,
ISO 27001).

Does not specifically target
botnets, high user inconvenience
cost.

[53,200]

Network-level blocking and
packet analysis

Very high protection rate, many
solutions and detection
frameworks.

Very botnet-specific, can
introduce additional latency at
network edge.

[5,84,98,136,176,201–205]

Honeypots and botnet
isolation

No effect on internal networks.
Low cost.

Lower protection rate compared
to network-level blocking,
requires additional logically
separated network.

[13,22,33,206–208]

Attacking P2P botnets

Helps mitigate botnet threat for
others. Can target specific
botnets. Hinders P2P advantages
compared to centralised C&C
models.

Only targets specific botnets
(P2P-based). Low efficiency for
organisations.

[209,210]

IoT-specific mitigation
strategies

Low or offloaded compute
resource cost. Some solutions
provide general integrity for
IoT-based networks.

Specific for IoT-based threats.
Still few and untested options
compared to network-level
blocking.

[2,106,175,211,212]

Community-driven
approaches

Potentially quicker adaption to
newer botnets. Free and Open
Source for organisations to use.

Dependent on community
development. No de-facto
standard decided yet.

[119,213]

Botnet mitigation with
ethical issues (spreading
anti-botnets, attacking
suspected hosts)

Mitigates botnets for others.
Slows botnet propagation.

Ethically questionable or illegal.
Very specific per-botnet.

[49,82,214–217]

6.2.1. Best Practices for End-Users and Organisations
In general, following IT best practices is a good way to avoid the propagation and
infection of botnets. An article of Justice news [53] coming from the Department of Justice
(DOJ) of the United States announced “a multi-national effort to disrupt the Gameover
Zeus Botnet”. The GameOver Zeus (GOZ) botnet is described as being capable of infecting
victim computers to harvest credentials and banking information in order to gather millions
of dollars from companies and customers. Therefore, a cybersecurity alert [200] at the
National Cyber Awareness System has been released to explain how the botnet works
and how attacks can be avoided. This assessment and mitigation document is written
in collaboration with Department of Homeland Security (DHS), the DOJ and the Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI). From this source, it is possible to get a grasp on the default
methods of countermeasures used against every common botnet or malware:
•

Updating/changing passwords: typically, botnets will try to access credentials from
all connected devices and web accounts. The best way of protection is to follow
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•

•
•

the rules of ensuring high entropy of random password generation and execute
frequent updates.
Updating devices: infections are coming from unwanted vulnerabilities. Updating
the operating system and the integrated software can help prevent devices from
being compromised.
Updating/using anti-malware and anti-virus tools: remediation tools and anti-viruses
can erase malware infection and protect the device against new ones.
Being aware: the hardest part to protect from is human behaviour. There ar multiple
incentives, but botnets such as GOZ are mostly coming from spam and phishing
messages, which can be avoided if the potential victim is aware of this potential
threat source.

However, individual techniques are often not efficient enough to eradicate such threats.
The Justice news article [53] explains the authorisation and capacity of redirecting requests
made by the infected computers away from the malicious operators. With the evolution
of the botnets detailed in this report, cyber defence needs to evolve and new mitigation
techniques need to handle more complex attacks. Moreover, some of the newly described
strategies only target specific types of botnets.
6.2.2. Network-Level Blocking and Packet Analysis
Within technical mitigation for botnet propagation, the use of network-level blocking
is one of the most cited strategies. Many detection papers focus on network-level detection,
which can be used by intrusion detection systems to block and contain botnets. In [202], an
autonomous system (AS) is used to mitigate botnet threats. The AS stores a list of hosts’ IP
addresses and a threshold per host based on classification. Categories can be “Blacklist”,
“Whitelist”, “Suspected Attacker” and “Possible Victim”. AS are connected synchronously
via the Ethereum blockchain. The threshold is monitored by every AS and refreshed
after 20 s. Another way to ensure packets blocking is the software-defined networking
approach [84,203]. The main purpose is to analyse the incoming packets rate at defined
IoT switches to separate legitimate from malicious communication. Legitimate traffic
is accepted, while malicious ones are blocked. Many mitigation strategies use a locally
installed agent on host machines to block detected botnet traffic, informing the user of the
infected nature of their machine [201]. Blocking can also be performed at the edge of the
service provider but would face high implementation costs and requires some coordination
across ISPs [204]. At the network level, removal of malware can be performed by agents
installed locally or by the use of a continuous communication protocol with a master device.
This validates of the integrity of local hosts and allows administrators to perform removal
of botnet-enabling malware from hosts, either automatically or manually [5,176,205].
In [136], the authors propose a self-adaptive system for mitigation. In corporate
area networks for instance, resilience can be ensured by using scenario-driven adaptive
reconfiguration of networks. Scenarios are assessed and based on cluster analysis coming
from previous botnet attacks. Moreover, the described system can apply more advanced
actions such as reducing requests timeouts, decreasing allowed HTTP request size and
blocking source hostname and IP addresses. In [98], a neural network-based system called
BoNeSSy will notify the administrator if a threat is found and apply appropriate security
actions such as blocking IP addresses or putting the system or suspicious network segment
under surveillance. Many papers describe the detection of botnets using Machine Learning
clustering via statistical behaviour correlation, but some of them are lacking of specific
countermeasures description. Some characteristics can be countered by packets or IP
addresses blocking.
6.2.3. Honeypots and Botnet Isolation
One of the most frequently described strategies [13] for mitigation is to isolate the botnet in order to perform information gathering and analysis of its behaviour and interaction
via, for instance, honeypots [33,206] and honeynets [22]. From this information collection
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and assessment, it is possible to categorise the botnet based on behavioural characteristics
and botnet structure. Organisations and researchers are producing and studying many
methods of mitigation with various qualities and limitations. Honeypot behaviour has
been shown to be detectable by intelligent botnets however. Although this is the case, the
research and deployment of honeypots still has value for the scientific and industrial communities. The continued research in covert honeypots is therefore paramount to continue
reaping the insights gained by using honeypots [207,208].
6.2.4. Attacking P2P Botnets
Reference [209] proposes the use of poisoning of the routing table of P2P botnets as a
potential mitigation method. By disrupting the majority of entries in the shared routing
table of P2P botnets, it becomes possible to hinder some of the advantages that these
types of botnets enjoy over the centralised model, such as resource efficiency and fault
tolerance. Reference [210] also proposes disrupting P2P botnets but uses an optimised and
tailored Sybil attack to infiltrate botnets and therefore mitigate them by disrupting or even
taking them down from the inside. Placing Sybil nodes in the botnet shows that random
placement is just as effective as informed placement due to the nature of P2P botnets. These
nodes are able to disrupt communication between other nodes within the P2P botnet.
6.2.5. Mitigation against IoT Attacks and Botnets
Learning from the Mirai botnet attack illustrates multiple general best practices, which
can be used as a mitigation against IoT botnets. These methods include changing default
credentials, closing unused service ports like telnet, detecting disabled watchdogs (Mirai
specific) and the use of automated scripts to validate the implementation of the proposed
mitigation [2,106]. Other proposed mitigation methods include switching from telnet to
SSH (if possible) or changing the default service ports of services. Ensuring proper isolation
of users and service account permissions and disabling any unencrypted communications
(like HTTP) might mitigate some IoT botnet attacks [211]. Known ports vulnerable to
attacks should also be continually monitored to quickly react to suspicious traffic [212].
Some local IoT agents have also been proposed to collectively mitigate the potential damage
of DDoS attacks targeting local IoT installations [175].
6.2.6. Community Driven Tools against Botnets
Reference [119] proposes the use of a community driven framework, BotFlex, to continually improve mitigation of botnets across the entire IT community. The approach attempts
to standardise network-based intrusion detection systems with an extensible module system. Other researchers and corporations can contribute to the system with modules to
improve upon BotFlex. In other community-driven approaches, Reference [213] proposes
the use of a botnet defence description language to describe the tasks and information sharing primitives between devices handling botnet defence. Some community-driven efforts
attempt to detect and prevent botnets by providing databases with known spam bots such
as the The Spamhaus Project [218] and IBM X-Force exchange [219], where IT researchers
can report suspected IP addresses and see a list of IP addresses along with a % indicator of
how likely the IP is used for C&C. Furthermore Structured Threat Information eXpression
(STIX) is used for exchanging cyber threat intelligence (CTI) as described in [220]. Dog
et al. [221] examined the value of sharing IDS logs between enterprises and not just sharing
IP addresses, domains and specific attacks. The study shows that intelligence sharing can
provide good strategic threat information for enterprises.
6.2.7. Botnet Mitigation with Potential Ethical Issues
Reference [214] discusses the ethical implications of fighting botnets with sinkholes.
The information gathered by these sinkholes can be sold to government agencies, politicians, contractors and many more. This information includes geographical location of
compromised hosts, operation system including version and the ability to target these
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already compromised hosts for future botnet or malware attacks. On the bright side, it
could also help ISPs to provide their customers the service of malware protection. Another
popular approach to mitigate botnets is to use their propagation mechanisms to propagate
harmless versions of the given botnet. Actively ttacking the Mirai botnet and other IoT
botnets to mitigate their threat has also been proposed [82]. Some researchers have tried to
attack spam botnets to send unknowing users to more safe sites [215]. Another example,
Reference [49], attempts to mitigate the Conficker botnet by spreading an anti-botnet,
which blocks Conficker from executing and overtakes the propagation mechanism of Conficker to spread the anti-botnet instead. These approaches can be considered ethically
problematic, as they intentionally spread (harmless as they might be) self-propagating
malware [216,217].
7. Current Trends and Challenges
For the purpose of clarification, Table 10 below details a number of papers discussed
in this section. The table denotes the overall topic, the overall trends within aforementioned
topic, the relative interest for this specific trend, and a listing of all associated papers.
Table 10. Overview of papers discussing current trends and topics concerning botnets. The columns describes the trends of
the overall associated area of interest, the detailed topics discussed in each paper, the relative interest amongst the associated
trend and finally a listing of all the associated papers.
Trend

Pervasive Computing

Increasing complexity
of botnets

Social Botnets

Topics Within Trend

Relative Interest

Papers

Spread of botnets in home appliances

2 out 18 papers listed.

[31,201]

Spread of botnets in mobile phones

2 out 18 papers listed.

[222,223]

Spread of botnets in (non)-autonomous vehicles.

2 out 18 papers listed.

[81,198]

Remotely disrupting the controls of an autonomous
vehicle.

1 out of 18 papers listed.

[81]

Smartphones exploited via insufficient app certification
process.

2 out of 18 papers listed.

[37,197]

Lack of restrictions hinders the process of avoiding botnet
apps on mobile devices.

2 out of 18 papers listed.

[207,211]

Various proposals for IoT malware protection, both
generalised and specialised.

4 out of 18 papers listed.

[2,205,207,
211]

Usage of honeypots helps make more real-life like data for
mitigation strategies.

1 out of 18 papers listed.

[224]

No standardised way to protect pervasive computing
device hurts development of mitigation strategies.

1 out of 18 papers listed.

[225]

Best-practices in IT security yearns for standardising
security in IoT and mobile devices.

1 out of 18 papers listed.

[2]

Most firewalls and intrusion detection systems are not
able to filter IPv6 traffic.

2 out of 3 papers listed

[226,227]

Modern botnets can circumvent traditional detection
methods using encrypted channels for traditionally
unencrypted traffic.

1 out of 3 papers listed.

[228]

Social botnets can be used for multiple purposes,
including spam, C&C and falsifying/impersonating user
behaviour.

2 out of 4 papers listed.

[87,199]

It is growing increasingly harder for users to discern
between true and false information, benefiting botnets.

1 out of 4 papers listed.

[166]

New and more advanced counter measures are necessary
to combat this new development of social botnets.

1 out of 4 papers listed.

[1]
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Table 10. Cont.
Trend
Machine learning and
neural networks for
botnet detection

Proactive botnet
mitigation

Cloud-based botnets

Topics Within Trend

Relative Interest

Papers

New research on machine learning based detection
schemes shows high rates of true positive detection of
botnet behaviour.

8 out of 9 papers listed.

[24,92,99,109,
124,125,127,
136]

Discussion on the ability to train for zero-day
vulnerabilities with custom created datasets.

1 out of 9 papers listed.

[170]

Proactive botnet mitigation techniques show promising
results.

3 out of 6 papers listed.

[130,207,229]

Proactive mitigation strategies and tools need to be
developed for both the local and international stage.

2 out of 6 papers listed.

[230,231]

Users willing to pay for botnet prevention, but lack
awareness.

1 out of 6 papers listed.

[232]

Cloud services can be used for C&C communications
between bots and bot masters, masquerading as benign
user traffic.

1 out of 3 papers listed.

[187]

Cloud services offer options for researchers to create
botnets without hassle.

2 out of 3 papers listed.

[87,233]

The current state of botnets and botnet research is consistently changing. As described
in Section 5, on the topic of botnet evolution, botnets are constantly evolving. This section
lists some of the general trends and challenges that have been identified during the reading
for this paper.
7.1. The Continued Spread of Botnets within Pervasive Computing (VANETs, IoT and Mobile)
The most common trend and challenge within botnet research between 2013 and
2021 is the continued spread of botnets anchored in pervasive computing devices. With
the increase in computational power within normally benign devices, such as home
appliances [31,201], mobile phones [222,223] and (non)-autonomous vehicles [81,198],
a higher potential of malicious activity within these devices becomes viable. As devices
are allowed more computational headroom, botnets’ ability to perform increasingly effective obfuscation techniques to mask their existence within pervasive devices grows ever
more concerning.
Section 5 explains that the damage of botnets has mostly been within information
channels, with attacks on the availability of computing system and acquisition of user
credentials and national intelligence data being some of the primary targets of botnets.
With pervasive computing, however, that threat of disruption transitions into the physical
realm. Remotely disrupting the controls of an autonomous vehicle [81] can have potentially
fatal results for the people within. Smart devices such as pacemakers and other computerenabled medical devices may also provide a potentially fatal target for malicious actors or
terrorists [234].
The mitigation of these attacks may vary greatly, depending on the specific scenario
and device in question. Some devices, such as smartphones, are shown to be ripe for
exploitation. An example of this is the app certification process, which has been shown
to be insufficient [37,197] to prevent malicious apps from getting into various app stores.
Furthermore, some device operating systems, like Android, do not place strict limitations
on installing apps through unauthorised sources or package repositories. This considerably
complicates the process of avoiding botnet apps on mobile. For IoT devices, attacks such
as the Mirai botnet [207,211] shows the lack of basic security configuration and security
investment within IoT development. Some solutions for IoT malware protection, both
generalised and specialised, have been proposed within research though [2,205,207,211].
Attempts have also been made to make more real-life data based on honeypots available
for researchers, in order to propose more IoT mitigation strategies [224]. However, so
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far no standardised ways to protect pervasive computing devices from botnets have
been implemented. The lack of data sets for large IoT botnets in the wild is also seen
as a challenge for the further development of mitigation against botnets targeting IoT
installations [225]. With the differences in architecture and use-scenario of vehicles, IoT
and mobile, a completely standardised approach across platforms might be a stretch. Some
general best-practises within IT security, like avoiding default credentials, closing unused
services and continuous validation of the platform, still apply for all pervasive computing
devices [2].
7.2. Increasing Complexity of Botnets
Ravishankar expects future botnet threats to include encrypted communication, where
a bot herder would encrypt the bot binary with a strong public/private key pair. Selfdestruction mechanisms where the bot deletes registry files to try and enforce the user
to reinstall the operation system and thereby get rid of most logged evidence, makes it
hard for antivirus companies to analyse the botnets. Decentralised botnets such as P2P do
not suffer from the vulnerability of a single point of failure, making the take down more
complex. Tor-based onion routing can obfuscate communication to make eavesdropping
and traffic analysis almost impossible. Tor can also be used for the bot herder to stay
anonymous while setting up a new botnet. IPv6 can be misused to carry edited binary files
and instructions to bots, malware tunnelling would also be possible in some situations,
and lastly, most firewalls and intrusion detection systems are not yet able to filter IPv6
traffic [226,227]. Traditional detection methods by performing traffic analysis of DNS
queries can be prevented by modern botnets utilising encrypted channels for traditionally
unencrypted traffic [228].
7.3. Social Botnets
Social botnets are another challenge that have been under development for a while
and are predicted to threaten online security and the integrity of information online. Social
botnets specifically use social platforms for multiple purposes, including spam, C&C and
falsifying or impersonating user behaviour [87] at an increasing rate [199]. This gives botnet
developers more tools and ways to avoid typical detection mechanisms by communicating
through seemingly benign social user accounts. Furthermore, as the amount of information
processing of individuals increases and social botnets for the purpose of spam grow more
advanced, it becomes increasingly unlikely for casual social network users to distinguish
between true and false information [166]. Online social networks have recently stepped up
by increasingly removing false social accounts. However, additional research is necessary
to provide more generalised as well as specialised anti-measures for social botnets [1].
7.4. Machine Learning and Neural Networks for Botnet Detection
Detecting botnets using machine learning and neural networks has gained prominence
amongst researchers and developers. Section 6 shows a clear majority of recent papers
focusing on these techniques in order to achieve a high true positive rate of detection of
botnet behaviour [24,92,99,109,124,125,127,136]. The additional advantages of potential
real-time detection and mitigation and cloud-offloading for training/learning has allowed
these techniques to establish themselves as the solution to botnet detection for the foreseeable future. Some parameters, such as the ability to train for zero-day botnet behaviour, are
still a topic for discussion. Some papers, such as Zago et al.’s [170], have already tried to
create data sets suitable to train machine learning algorithms for detecting certain patterns
occurring within botnets. It is therefore expected that research will continue to attempt to
improve upon the detection techniques based on machine learning and neural networks.
7.5. Proactive Botnet Mitigation
Most botnet detection mechanisms specified in Section 6 are reactive by nature. This
allows botnets to flourish outside of properly protected and monitored networks. Because
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of the aforementioned reactive nature of both the detection and mitigation mechanisms,
the proposed techniques only allow for protection at the local network level. This leaves
many unprotected users vulnerable to botnet attacks, which may lead to technical and
financial headaches for entities such as ISPs and the corporations supporting said users.
Some proactive botnet mitigation techniques, such as honeypots and botnets overtaking
other botnets show promising results, as documented in [130,207,229]. These new methods
help raise user awareness while rendering other botnets harmless. An increased focus on
proactive mitigation and detection strategies is necessary, not just to mitigate botnets at
the local network level, but the international stage as well [230,231]. Research shows that
users are willing to pay for services from their ISPs to prevent botnet attacks, but the lack
of awareness nevertheless hurts the potential reach of such offerings [232].
7.6. Cloud-Based Botnets
Finally, the normalisation of cloud-computing has allowed for greater computing
power to both aid and combat botnets. This increase in computing resources and publicly
available communication services, such as Google Cloud, has also been exploited by
hackers to create botnets in the cloud. As cloud deployments are virtually instantaneous
and on-demand, the cloud allows bot masters to dynamically scale the size of their botnets
to match the needed computing power for attacks. Additionally, cloud services have been
shown to be used for C&C communications between bots and bot masters, masquerading
as benign user traffic [187]. Mitigation techniques based on IPs and locations are shown
to be ineffective due to the relative in-deterministic nature of cloud deployment locality.
The cloud can also be seen as a potentially attractive option for botnet research due to its
low price, allowing researchers to instantly create botnets without having to make ethically
questionable decisions such as infecting user computers in the wild [87,233].
8. Conclusions
This paper sought out to produce a novel systematic literature review detailing
different subjects related to botnets, a growing subgroup of malware-enabled attacks.
Botnets are widely used by malicious actors with various motivations and intentions, from
simple denial-of-service attacks to advanced cyber espionage. The actors behind botnets
therefore span a large range from security researchers spreading anti-botnets to foreign
nations attempting to destabilise infrastructure.
The relatively simple structure and potential payoff of a successful attack has been
a driving force in the evolution of botnets for decades. The adaptability of botnets are
seen in their evolution towards modern platforms such as vehicles, smartphones and IoT
devices. Modern botnets are still evolving rapidly, and more advanced counter-detection
mechanisms and command-and-control channels are being introduced.
It has been shown that recent detection mechanisms based on machine learning and
artificial neural networks provide very high rates of detecting botnet threats. Both these
approaches provide additional accuracy to common network behaviour-based approaches.
These detection techniques support traditional mitigation strategies such as security best
practices and network-level blocking to reduce the risk and impact of botnet attacks.
In particular, the spread of pervasive computing paradigms such as the Internet of
Things and vehicular networks provide a fertile ground for botnets to spread. Current
trends point towards the increase of computing power within pervasive computing as an
enabler for botnets to enable malware to spread. Other now-commonplace computing
paradigms, such as cloud computing and interconnected social networks, have also seen
an increase in interest as potential enablers of botnets.
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